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How languages differ

• English – ‘sat’

• Indonesian – ‘sit’ – no verb form to mark tense

• Russian – ‘sat’ also has to indicate gender and if

sitting was completed or not.

• Turkish – ‘sat’ has to indicate how you acquired

information (saw or heard about?)

Do speakers of different languages understand, 

perceive and remember experiences in different

ways?





How do we think about

fundamental aspects of 

existence:

space?

time?

causality?



Pormpuraaw



In Pormpuraaw

• There’s an ant on your southeast leg.

A: Where are you going?

B: A long way to the south-southwest.



Experiment
• Arrange pictures according to temporal order

• People tested facing north, south, east, west



Results

Time arranged from east to west

• Facing south:  LEFT � RIGHT

• Facing north: RIGHT � LEFT

• Facing east: TOWARDS THE BODY

• Facing west: AWAY FROM THE BODY



PAST TIME

�

Mandarin

�

FUTURE TIME

FUTURE TIME

�

Aymara

PAST TIME

�

PAST TIME



Wardrobe malfunction

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=npF1lkKEM9o
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Agentive Report 

Justin Timberlake and 
Janet Jackson performed 
during the 2004 Super 
Bowl Half-time Show. 
Toward the end of the 
song, Timberlake 
followed Jackson across 
the stage and stood 
beside her. As they sang 
the last line, Timberlake 
reached across the front 
of Jackson’s body. In this 
final dance move, he 
unfastened a snap and 
tore part of the bodice! 
He slid the cover right 
off Jackson’s chest! This 
incident made for a lot 
of controversy.

Nonagentive Report

Justin Timberlake and 
Janet Jackson performed 
during the 2004 Super 
Bowl Half-time Show. 
Toward the end of the 
song, Timberlake 
followed Jackson across 
the stage and stood 
beside her. As they sang 
the last line, Timberlake 
reached across the front 
of Jackson’s body. In this 
final dance move, a snap 
unfastened and part of 
the bodice tore! The 
cover slid right off 
Jackson’s chest! This 
incident made for a lot 
of controversy.




